
It’s An IMMERSIONCY!  

The Urgent Need for Conversation Now! 

October 24-26, 2016 

Buffalo Thunder Resort 

20 Buffalo Thunder Trail, (Pueblo of  Pojoaque) Santa Fe, New Mexico 

7 T H  A N N U A L  

I N D I G E N O U S  L A N G U A G E  I N S T I T U T E  S Y M P O S I U M   

Presenters will share knowledge about language immersion work, and information about preventing 

and reversing language endangerment. 

We are honored to present the following Keynote Speakers: 

Dennis Banks (Ojibwa), Co-Founder of American Indian Movement (AIM) 

Dorothy Lazore (Mohawk), Founder of Mohawk Language Immersion Program Kanawake 

Our Generous Sponsors 

INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE INSTITUTE 
1501 CERRILLOS ROAD, U-BLDG. 

SANTA FE, NM  87505 
(505) 820-0311 phone / (888) 507-6658 fax 

www.ilinative.org 
laura.benavidez@ilinative.org or ili@ilinative.org 

Lannan Foundation 

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians 

Pueblo of Pojoaque 

Virginia Dare Winery (The Family Coppola) 

Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community 

 

In Kind Donations  

Trader Joe Santa Fe 

Register online today at: 
http://www.ilinative.org/iliss/OnlineRegistration2016.html 



PRESENTERS & TOPICS 

This year, we will ask hard questions about where we stand on our language revitalization efforts. Do you ever think 
about the day when your language may no longer exist on this planet? Are your programs working? Are new speakers 
being produced? Do you hear your language being used throughout the community?  Linguists who have analyzed 
trends and statistics state that Language is the most important social and cultural marker of identity. They also predict 
that languages become extinct if not used or spoken . We all have observed that trend.What is inevitable is that we ARE 
running out of time. We must work effectively, cooperatively, diligently to achieve our goal of CREATING NEW 
SPEAKERS. Dr. Joshua Fishman, prominent linguist, stated (2001), “A traditionally associated language is more than 
just a tool of communication for its culture...[It] is often viewed as a very specific gift, a marker of identity and a specific 
responsibility vis-à-vis future generations.”  We must reverse the trend of Native language decline. If we are to stop the 
language shift towards monolingual, English speaking in our communities, we must do it NOW. We must do it 

TOGETHER. 

 

Keynote Speaker for ILIS2016 
Presenters and their topics will be selected and announced in the next two months.  

 

A) Dennis Banks (Ojibwa), Co-Founder of American Indian Movement (AIM) 

TITLE: Extermination to Revitalization: A Witness’s Journey of a Language Effort that has Come Full Circle 

SYNPOSIS: Born into an ugly time of this country’s history when native children were taken from their homes, forced into 
boarding schools where corporal punishment was used to “kill the Indian and save the man,” Dennis Banks, a member 
of the Leech Lake Band of the Ojibwa Nation, had only spoken Ojibwa his entire young 4-year life when he arrived at the 
government-run school and was permitted to only speak English, a language he did not know. Today seventy-five years 
later, he has witnessed five grandchildren enroll into language immersion programs, three of them are currently enrolled 
at the Lakota Immersion Childcare in South Dakota. A witness to the full cycle of Indian extermination to language and 

cultural revitalization, Dennis is a staunch advocate of the indigenous language movement.  

 

B) Dorothy Ann Lazore – Mohawk name Órote Karihwénhawe, (Mohawk) Founder of Mohawk Language Immersion 

Program Kanawake 

TITLE: Our Languages are in Emergency State 

SYNOPSIS: This presentation will focus on the history of our native languages - what has happened to our native 
languages over the years, between 1952-1972, 1972-1995, and 1995-2016. What has evolved within the education 
system since 1972? Finally, what is happening to our language today, in 2016? What needs to happen, in order to 

redeem it or revive it from its Emergency state.  
 

Presenters for ILIS2016 
(We will continue to update this list) 

 

1) Chris Harvey, Languagegeek.com, University of Toronto  

TITLE: Coming Back from the Edge: Bucking the Trend to Endangerment 

SYNOPSIS: Indigenous languages the world over have followed a similar downward trend in their viability. From healthy
-speaking communities, to passive speakers and rememberers, to a handful of elders who still recall the native 
language, to silence; the slide can happen very quickly — perhaps within three generations. What can we learn from this 
pattern? Where do specific languages occur on this scale? Knowing that if no immediate action is taken the health of the 

language will pass the tipping point, what can we do to fight back and reverse the downward slide? 

 

2) Kaihuhatati (Gerald L. Hill), (Oneida Nation of Wisconsin), Court of Appeals Chief Judge of Oneida Judiciary, 

Indigenous Language Institute Board President 

TITLE: The Importance of Conversation 

SYNOPSIS: Our theme this year is to promote conversation in our heritage languages. ILI wants to convey the dire 



straits into which we are all headed - extinction of our languages. The intent is not to discourage but that we, as 
communities, must face the truth about the state of our languages. ILI has proclaimed the increasing urgency of language 
retention and revitalization in Native communities. This is to provide a background of various linguistic terms and phrases 
you’ll hear used by some of the presenters, including general acquisition concepts, and finally, discussion about how and 

why we acquire language in the first place  

 

3) Dr. Richard Earl Littlebear, (Northern Cheyenne Nation), President and Dean of Cultural Affairs at Chief Dull Knife 

College  

TITLE: Immersion Methods Lead to Conversational Language, the Highest Language Skill for All People  

SYNOPSIS: This presentation will use immersion methods to demonstrate language acquisition. An actual class will be 
conducted using the time allowed for the presentation. The Natural Approach and Total Physical Response approach to 

second language acquisition will be used. 

 

4) Finlay MacLeoid, Moray Language Centre, Scotland  

TITLE: Goal Towards Conversational Proficiency: Creating Adult Speakers Through Total Immersion Plus 

SYNOPSIS: Total Immersion Plus (TIP) methodologies enable adults to reach a Gaelic fluency; the underlying rhythm of 
TIP is superfast, very much hands on, action and activity; lots of fun, user-friendly and culturally focussed. Once a Gaelic 
conversational fluency has been reached most adults are able to talk to their children using the Gaelic language of 
affection; converse with their partners using intimate Gaelic; use Gaelic social language with family members, friends and 
in a wider community context. TIP is unique inasmuch as initially there is no reading, writing and grammar for a learner to 
contend with; such learning comes well after an adult has acquired the desired fluency; we learn to speak before we read 

or write. 

 

5) Christine McCleave (Turtle Mountain Chippewa), Executive Director, National Native American Boarding School 

Healing Coalition 

TITLE: Boarding Schools, Inter-Generational Trauma, and How We’re Healing Today 

SYNOPSIS: The National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition (NABS) mission is to work to ensure a 
meaningful and appropriate response from responsible agencies for those Native American individuals, families, and 
communities victimized by the United States’ federal policy of forced boarding school attendance and to secure redress 
from responsible institutions in order to support lasting and true community-directed healing. Our presentation will share 
facts and research on Boarding School history, experiences, and trauma as well as on the work of the Healing Coalition. 
We will then create a community dialogue with participants about what tribal communities are already doing to address the 

trauma, and how to support healing for Indian Country.  

 

6) Tachini Pete, Salish / Diné, Program Director, Potlatch Fund 

TITLE: Language Transfer Systemized 

SYNOPSIS: Language revitalization happens when successive generations of parents speak to their children in the target 
language. How do we reach this point? Why are our efforts not producing results? How much time do we realistically 
have? What are our current capacities? These questions must be asked and explored to gain an understanding of where 
your community is at and where you want it to go. The vision of language revitalization can be achieved through systems 
change and reorganization, or reprioritization of resources in a way that focuses on processes that are effective and 

efficient. This presentation will give an overview of the Language Transfer System program. 

 

7) Jeane Quintana, (Pueblo of Cochiti), Cochiti Language Nest  

TITLE: The Language Teacher In All Of Us 

SYNOPSIS: I will present on how I grew up totally in the Keres language and how my family and community shifted to 
using English. With the introduction of the “language nest” for babies and little children, we are able to make “old” real 
again, by keeping Keres language strong within the families. I will give examples of how we teach Keres at the Language 
Nest and share experiences of how USING our language, however little we may know it, is the most effective way to keep 

our languages alive. 



Billing Address for Credit Card 

Symposium Registration Form 

Please check the appropriate box: 
● Registration fee is non-refundable. 

No exceptions.  

● Purchase Orders: Send copy of PO 

to ILI with billing instructions and 
billing contact info. Once PO is 
received, ILI will send Invoice to 
billing dept. for payment. Payment 
must be received prior to October 26, 

2016. 
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Tribal Affiliation 

Register online today at: 
http://www.ilinative.org/iliss/OnlineRegistration2016.html 

 Late Registration (September 27 thru October 10, 2016) $400 

 College Student Registration (must provide school I.D.) $190 

 Elder Registration (65+) $190 

 On-Site Registration  $400 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conference Hotel 

 

The symposium will be held at the Buffalo Thunder Resort  which is located at 20 Buffalo Thunder Trail, (Pueblo of 
Pojoaque) Santa Fe, New Mexico 87506, (505) 455-5555. The rooms in ILI’s block are now sold out. You can call Buffalo 
Thunder they will have other rooms available at their regular rate. If you’re a Hilton HHonors Member, you might be able to 

receive a small discount. Or try booking on Expedia (sometimes they have better rates online). 

 

The hotel offers elegant guest rooms decorated in Spanish-Pueblo style. There are several restaurants located on the 
premises: Iguana Café & Cantina, Painted Parrott Buffett, Pueblo Deli, Red Sage Restaurant , Starbucks Café, and 
Turquoise Trail Restaurant. Other restaurants located in Pojoaque (a short 5-7 minute drive): Arby’s, Dairy Queen, 

McDonalds, El Parasol, Gabriel’s, Home Run Pizza, La Mesita Eatery, QBs Bar & Grill, Sopapilla Factory, Subway, etc. 

 

 Other Useful Information 

 

The hotel is located 15-20 minute drive North of Santa Fe and over 80 miles North of the Albuquerque Sunport Airport 
(ABQ). The hotel does not have airport shuttle service, they only offer shuttle services between their Buffalo Thunder 
Resort & Casino, Cities of Gold Casino and to the Santa Fe Depot (train station). You can visit their website for the shuttle 
schedule:  http://buffalothunderresort.com/shuttle-schedule/. So if you want your freedom to explore the area or enjoy 

more restaurants in Santa Fe, we suggest you rent a car.    

 

United and American Airlines have limited service to the Santa Fe Municipal Airport (SAF) which is located on the south 

side of Santa Fe. Avis and Hertz Car Rentals are located at this airport. RoadRunner Shuttle is located at this airport.  

 

Shuttle/Other Ground Transportation 

 

Roadrunner Shuttle Service is located at the Albuquerque Sunport Airport (ABQ). They are the only shuttle service that will 
pick you up at the airport and take you directly to Buffalo Thunder Resort. Call Roadrunner Shuttle, (505) 424-3367 for the 

schedule and cost. You can make online reservations at: https://www.roadrunnershuttleandcharter.com/  

 

Yellow Checker Cab of Albuquerque has a “FLAT RATE” to Buffalo Thunder in Santa Fe from the Albuquerque Sunport 
Airport (approximately $130 plus tip). Call 505-247-8888 or (505) 243-7777, ask for Ernesto Gutierrez (driver) if he’s 

available. 

CONFERENCE HOTEL & OTHER INFORMATION 


